
 
NEGATIVE AND POSITIVE… 
 
Back in 1990, I begin to receive light. The light was so intense there were times I could almost 
identify with the apostle Paul concerning getting knocked off his horse and falling to the ground. As 
you know when he got back up on his feet he was totally blind and had to have Ananias lead him 
around. I had at that time retired from Operating Engineers so I had plenty of time on my hands. 
Because of the light that was coming to me and no one to share it with {I had left all forms of the 
structured church} I began to put messages on tape from the light that was coming. 
 
I would just walk back and forth in the living room and speak into a small tape recorder. Sometimes 
the messages came so fast that I could barely speak them and keep up. This light had a blinding 
effect on my vision. Not my physical vision, but my vision that before told me that sin, darkness 
and death, were real. In other words I had no choice but to know these things as a reality. This 
blinding light that was then coming to me blinded me ultimately from seeing anything but the I am 
that I am. I was realizing in those days that there was none in existence but the I that I was and that 
all other objects animate and inanimate were reflections of what I am extensions of me. 
 
It was in those days that it came clear to me that the only evil there was, was no where but in my 
mind that had been programmed since birth with good and evil. One of the first things that came to 
me in those days that supported what I was seeing was the quote from shakesphere. “Nothing is 
evil but thinking makes it so.” 
I took this saying literal and I still do. There is, I see today, only one thing that can and will, root the 
knowledge of good and evil out of my constitution. My double vision must be replaced by the 
perception of total oneness. 
 
No two souls have the same life experiences because no two souls are the same. Basically they are 
all programmed the same in terms of duality programming, but in the course of this programming 
their experiences or their take on life or how they process these experiences vary. This variation in 
process results in their uniqueness.  In terms of basic levels of experience, all will know the same 
experiences in their own way. For example all souls are in the process of absorbing light from their 
spirit. At the level of spirit all are the same. Its at th e soul level they are different. 
 
They all are still the One at this level, but all retain their individuality. At our completion in terms of 
the spirit we all are, and for the purpose for this earth, our souls will have wedded spirit with the 
result that the oneness we have always been since being birthed from the womb of the Absolute 
will be fully expressed on the earth. We will have taken the dark energy and mixed it with light and 
the result will be an all new consciousness that will play itself out on the new earth. This all new 
consciousness will create the new earth. I see the new earth as in embryo form now. 
 
As for adequate articulation that allows for the conveyance of the ramifications of transmuting the 
seemingly two energies of dark and light or negative and positive into an all new 
energy/consciousness I have not found it, but I see that the basic process for each of us will be the 
same. We will come to where we understand that these two energies old Adam labeled “good and 
“evil” as being two energies were never two but only two aspects of the same energy. 
 
We then will understand that these seeming opposites of negative and positive were the catalyst 



that resulted in our expansion/transformation. That these negative and positive vibrations are the 
energy which as a result of our non resistance of either one, has enabled us to light up the earth. 
We are now light and will at that time display this blinding light that blinds all men to see as God 
sees. We will then have lost all ability to see either good or evil and will see only that which I am 
because nothing else will exist within the new Consciousness. 
 
Tomorrow I may see more, but today this is my experience of life in terms of what the dual mind 
sees as “good” and “evil.” My conscience allows me to be whomever I desire to be and to do 
whatever I desire to do as long as whomever I choose to be, and whatever I choose to do hurts no 
one else. We came here to experience all there is to experience, the bad as well as the good, the 
darkness as well as the light, and we have. Through many incarnations my core nature has 
guaranteed the fine tuning that will ultimately bring me into expressing an all new consciousness. 
This will be the consciousness that will be the essence of the new earth. 
 
The apostle Paul in his letter to the Roman church said that because he taught that as sin 
abounded grace did much more abound, he was accused of teaching a license to sin. I say perhaps 
he was attempting to convey what will almost always bring religion down on you. Religion is 

constituted with sin consciousness, therefore behavior is taught as the way to enlightenment. It is 

not! Faith from beginning to end is the only way in spite of al my perceived “rotten behavior”,  and 

as Paul also taught, it is faith without any works connected, and it is freely given by God and he 

has, not will, but has given not only faith to man but everything man will ever need to find his way 
to enlightenment. 
 
All that he needs is within his own consciousness as a seed of the Absolute, and will in time bring 
all men into the light. If I see that God is omnipresent and I grasp the full significance of that… then 
I have seen that since God is omnipresence there can then be nowhere where God is not. Then 
where shall I put evil since God fills all in all now? And if I have caught the revelation that there is 
one power which is God, then from whence comes this so called power of evil that seems to be in 
opposition to the omnipresent God? And if I believe that God is light and in him is no darkness at 
all, then what really is this thing we call “darkness”? Religion warns us of deceiving beliefs and 
teachings but in truth there is no right or wrong. 
 
What the dual minded man sees is a much distorted version of what really does exist. In the Book 
of Romans chapter 14 we find the strong in conscience eat meat. The weak eat only herbs and 
condemn the meat eaters. The meat eaters condemn those who eat herbs. Both are sin conscious. 
If they were not there would be zero judgment from either side. When this sin consciousness is 
finally eradicated from the mind of humanity the light of love will radiate out of every man. This will 
be the result of the light bringers that hold the light on the earth until it lights every man. 
 
Just as it takes negative and positive to light my house, cook my meals and warm it, so negative 
and positive must come together in me and I embrace both which will transform the two into the 
light that will light up the earth. This is what scripture has referred to as the renewing of the mind. 
This renewing process is that which will deliver all men from the consciousness that is trapped in 
the illusion he sees as good and evil. This will take place within the consciousness of the light 
workers first and then spread to every man. This is what I see beginning now. 
 


